Telecommunication services for your business

modern low cost calling with no need
to worry about operations
IP branch exchange with diverse
functions
variable applications and adaptive
solutions

Modern voice services
- convenience and efficiency
Be sure to focus proper attention on the voice
services you offer your customers! Demand quality
at a modern price. The voice:GATE solution is
a complete solution for internal and external
voice communications. We'll provide you with
access to an IP branch exchange with a range of

Savings and flexibility
no need to invest in the purchase of your own branch
exchange or to upgrade your current exchange
no need to own expensive terminal equipment as
the solution is completely scalable as your customer
base grows
cheaper calling to fixed line and mobile networks
(local and long-distance calling starting at €0.06
excl. VAT per minute)
free Internet calls in your network and in our
network
calling between network users - completely free,
24 hours a day
discounts for calls to all international networks
call charges are rounded to the second

Work more efficiently
ability to use Internet and data services (connection
of customer branches, VPN, etc.)

useful functions without any investment costs. You

adaptable to the needs of your company - easy to
add and remove users

will receive complete care, maintenance and

ability to leave your current phone number or
choose a new number

administration of the system delivered by our
professionals at a price adapted to the scale of the
solution. Inexpensive calling using VoIP technology
saves your customers money on their telecommunications costs as well.

free of charge overview of calls and easy control
over telecommunications costs
modern accessory services (CLIP, call routing,
register of received / missed calls)
operation, administration and system supervision
secured by our professionals 24 / 7 / 365
we quickly handle all branch exchange issues at our
cost throughout the period of service operation
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Solution flexibility
We will configure the service to fully meet the needs of your customers. If they own analogue telephones we will provide you with
a solution that allows them to make VoIP calls using a branch exchange. If communication demands are higher, we will propose
a complete solution with a dedicated exchange.
The deployment of IP telephones and software telephones represents a more modern and progressive solution. This delivers customers with a range of comfortable accessory services, many of which are known from mobile phones. They will certainly enjoy the ability
to forward calls, CLIP/CLIR, answering service, connecting calls and other accessory services.
Finally, as your customer base grows, we are able to secure a combined solution including analogue and IP telephones and data
services.

Options for using VoIP telephony
classic analogue telephones - can be easily used as an IP telephone with a simple converter
IP telephones - a modern type of telephone with a range of additional functions that is used independent of a computer
Software telephone - a software application enabling calls to be completed directly from a computer of smartphone

